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Scalings on Cori KNL up to half-machine

WarpX combines most advanced algorithms

Application domain: plasma accelerators
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WarpX: Toward Exascale Modeling of Plasma Particle Accelerators

WarpX is part of the Exascale Computing Project

Snapshot from a WarpX 3-D simulation of a laser-driven
plasma accelerator. The laser (red) propagates from left to
right and creates a plasma wake (yellow and blue) that
accelerates a small electron beam (white) to high energy.
A mesh refinement patch (green box) is used to increase
the resolution and accuracy around the electron beam.

CERN Large Hadron Collider 
(Switzerland)

~27 km circumference
~$10B to build  

Courtesy S. Myers (IPAC 2012)

Plasma accelerator can be 
driven by laser or particle 
beam

Schematic of laser-plasma 1 TeV collider • A multi-TeV plasma-based particle accelerator 
would be based on multiple plasma stages.

• Each stage is computationally-intensive.
• Need for �100 stages �100 ensemble. 

à Require most advanced algorithms + 
Exascale

10-year problem: modeling of 20-100 consecutive stages.

W. Leemans – Plasma accelerator

2009
1 GeV

The Exascale Computing Project (ECP) is focused on accelerating the
delivery of a capable exascale computing ecosystem that delivers 50
times more computational science and data analytic application power
than possible with DOE HPC systems.

WarpX challenges in the ECP:
• Mitigate spurious effects due to mesh refinement in electro-magnetic

PIC codes (self-forces and wave reflection, numerical dispersion)
à advanced algorithms.

• Demonstrate good performances and scalings with mesh-refinement
capability (single-node to full-machine optimizations).

• Demonstrate portability on future architectures.

WarpX roadmap:
• 2018: model single accelerator stage + port to GPU
• 2020: model 10 consecutive 10 GeV-stages
• 2022: model 100 consecutive 10 GeV-stages

WarpX code structure and distribution: Open Source

PICSAR
optimized subroutines
• Field gather
• Particle push
• Current deposition
• Maxwell solver

WarpX-Source
Orchestration

• Loop control
• Moving window
• Laser injection
• Plasma injection

AMReX
Mesh refinement
• Data structures
• Adaptive mesh
• Communications
• Load balancing

Warp
Python coupling
• Problem setup
• Loop control
• Data processing
• Extra physics

Eulerian fields on 
structured grids

Lagrangian
macro-particles

Smoothing

Push particles

Field solve

Gather forces Deposit currents

Lower # time steps:
• optimal Lorentz boosted frame

Higher accuracy:
• Adaptive Mesh Refinement
• Arbitrary order & pseudo-spectral 

Analytical Maxwell solvers
• Sub-cycling

Higher stability
• Galilean T. to suppress 

Numerical Cherenkov Instability

Higher scalability
• FFT Maxwell solvers on local 

domains + domain decomposition
Dynamic load-balancing

Lorentz

Transform

Perspectives

WarpX fulfilments and performances

Convergence tests with mesh refinement

First wakefield acceleration 
simulation with MR. 
Convergence tests 
performed on Cori KNL 
384x384x3872 cells, 
refinement x2, 210 nodes. 

https://bitbucket.org/berkeleylab/picsar.git
https://bitbucket.org/berkeleylab/warp.git

https://amrex-codes.github.io/amrex
https://github.com/ECP-WarpX/WarpX

AMReX is an ECP co-design center

• WarpX is the first electromagnetic particle-in-cell code combining
adaptive mesh refinement and pseudo-spectral methods.

• WarpX shows good weak and strong scalings on Cori after 2-year
development, and current active efforts are dedicated to porting to
GPU architecture like Summit (OLCF-4).

Goal
Particle accelerators are a vital part of the DOE-supported infrastructure of
discovery science and applications, but we need game-changing improvements
in the size and cost for future accelerators. Plasma-based particle accelerators
stand apart in their potential for these improvements. Turning this from a
promising technology into mainstream scientific tools depends critically on high-
performance, high-fidelity modeling of complex processes.

Solution
WarpX is an open-source particle-in-cell (PIC) code
supported by the Exascale Computing Project (ECP)
that is combining advanced algorithms with adaptive
mesh refinement to allow challenging simulations of a
multi-stage plasma-based TeV acceleration relevant
for future high-energy physics discoveries.
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